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The Department of Communication welcomed ten new members to the ranks of the national Communication Honor Society on Friday, 22 April. Inducted that evening were the following Professional & Technical Communication students: Matthew T. Bezaire, Brandon Borgna, Amy Lyn Chartrand, Corrine Elizabeth Griffiths, Lauren Margaret Heege, Rebecca L. Nelson, Jennifer Suzanne Ost, Clayton Anthony Pacelli, Rachel Flanagan Pikus and John-Michael Stern. This group of undergraduates joined the approximately 50 other communication majors who have become members of Lambda Pi Eta since its RIT chapter – Xi Epsilon – was founded three years ago.

The evening’s featured speaker was DOC Professor Jeffrey Murray whose talk was entitled “Acidosis and Halitosis: Brief Comments on Rhetoric and the Architectonic of Being.” DOC Professor Susan Barnes is the Chapter’s faculty advisor and, along with DOC Staff Assistant Helen Adamson and Chris VanHemel, arranged for the formal ceremony and the delicious reception.